Easy to learn Fortune Telling - Madame Lenormand
Hello, here you can find some of my cards and how you can use it with a example to learn.
In my English books or correspondence course you can learn to lay MME cards.
There you can find the basics and most important presumes for a successful consulting with my deck.
How to use Britta’s cards with examples and many more tips for MME in my English books .
Have a nice time and relax with

Test yourself and also extract from my Books
For your information:

The questions are written in blue ink
The suggested solutions are written in green

________________________________________________
1)
1.
2.
3.

Which of the following statements is correct?
Fear of love
A new love after a great disappointment
Loss of love

Loss of love

2)
1.
2.
3.

Which of the following statements is correct?
Fear of love
A new love after a great disappointment
Loss of love

Fear of love
or:
A new love after a great disappointment
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________________________________________________
Extract Book III
Please keep the following in mind:
As there is no Future Card (such as No 5 Tree, No 26 Book,
No 35 Anchor or No 36 Cross) in this line, this situation can keep
repeating itself over and over again, until something is done about it
and the “catalyst” is eliminated.

Example:

Love – pain
pain - love

The question would be:

Why is this person suffering in each and every relationship?
What is the person doing wrong?
Why is there such a close connection between love and pain?
...........
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